Curse - Is it truth or fiction?
We know that everything that surrounds us radiate energy. Like it or
not, but scientists have already proven it many times.
In the 1930, Russian scientist, Simeon Kirlian, accidentally discovered a
way to take a picture of our aura. I learned how much we have advanced when I
visited the laboratory last time. It was a laboratory of an American researcher
who was developing and manufacturing special devices. These devices not only
showed our aura and chakra on the photo but allowed us to videotape the whole
process. It was amazing! All devices were computerized. Now they sell these
devices all over the world and they are very effective and, of course, expensive.
We had an experiment/demonstration showing what was happening with
the energy of a person when he was under influence of my energy session.
Before the beginning of the session we had taken a picture of aura of this
individual and then I slowly approached him and started cleansing his chakras.
.In fact, our organs get “meals” through chakras from special energy centers. If
we have a lack of energy in our chakras it will cause health problems.
Human being is a complex system consisting of a physical body and
seven thin bodies. Each of them carries out a certain function. Regular people
can’t see these thin bodies but psychics can. Luckily I am the one who can see it.
I was astounded when I learned that highly sensitive devices can see them as
well. You can watch this 3 hour movie in my office in Sunnyvale when I perform
energy sessions. You can see with your own eyes that everybody has an energy
field which we call AURA. Everyone has a different color of aura which depends
on emotional and physical condition of the person. In the movie you can see
what I was doing during my energy sessions. During the session, under the
influence of my own Energy field, a person gets rid of the energy dirt.
This energy dirt comes out as black pieces which are destroyed by my
own energy. You can clearly see it in the movie.

The energy dirt is somebody’s curses and our diseases – which altogether
make life miserable. A damage or a curse is an illness which you get by sorcery.
Usually you get it by people who have knowledge of witchcraft and they do it
intentionally. Fortunately, there are less “good” sorcerers than we think.
Damage of the person can come involuntarily and unpremeditated when
somebody with malicious eyes looks at you with hostility or just envies you.
These kinds of things are like a mental attack on your bio-energy field which,
fortunately I can remove. We all know that if there is a black color, there is a
white one too. I mean that if somebody can take something, another – can bring
it back. This is a law of opposites: After the night is over, the daylight will come
and will bring joy and enlightenment.
There are people who are mentally stable and not superstitious and it is
hard to damage them because their biological field is well-protected. In order to
exclude any attempts of malignancy or curses to influence your aura by bad
people, it is important for everyone to feed your mind with positive energy and
strengthen your sub-consciousness with good thoughts. Do not envy others,
though it is common in almost everybody.
The difference is that some people can control their emotions including
envy but some are opposite - cultivate them. People who secretly envy others,

can be found practically daily and, unfortunately, they even can be your relatives
or close friends. Sometimes they don’t even admit to the envy that takes place in
their mind. But nevertheless it is true. It is important to remember that any envy is
destructive. It destroys the energy of not only the person to whom it is directed
but the one who envies too. If envy becomes very strong, it can badly harm the
targeted person.
When somebody can manage envy and doesn’t let it grow to a bigger
scale it means he/her learned how to cope with it and not harm other people and
even more himself/herself and own children. In fact the residue of energy dirt
goes back not only to your children but even to grandchildren.
The worst case scenario a curse when envy grows to a monstrous form. In
this case it takes away all power of feelings and transform to a destructive force.
This form of envy is connected to damaging bio-energy of other people and the
person who envies too.
Try to avoid these sharp corners in your life. It is better to love yourself
and people around you even if they are luckier then you’d like. May be they
deserve it because they put more efforts in reaching the goal or they are more
kind people. Maybe it is given to them for all the good things they had done in
their past lives. If God chose them, it means that they really deserve it .Do not
get upset because of somebody’s success in life. When you discuss it or
constantly think about their rises you automatically incur a part of the sins of their
failings. And who needs somebody’s dirt? We only need to deal with ours. If you
are not able to do it I can help. Because I can see your problems from the bioenergy level, I’ll teach you how to get rid of the damaging influence of other
people.
If you have questions you can write me a letter to:
T .Trofimowa,
1021 S. Wolf Rd, #150,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-730-4586

